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Helical confinement system has an inherent merit for
sustaining current-disruption-free steady-state fusion
plasmas by external magnetic field. For the realization of
economical helical reactors, the confmement databases are
checked and the system analysis has been performed in
comparison with tokamak reactors1,2.
The physics design requirements for helical reactors are
investigate on (1) confmement improvement and effective
helical ripple reduction, (2) plasma density regime and (3)
beta limit, comparing with recent LHD (Large Helical
Device) data. In its previous reactor design,
about two tImes hIgher plasma confmement time than that of
the conventional LHD scaling law was assumed, which has
already been achieved experimentally as the "New LHD"
confinement scaling. One and half times higher density than
the conventional helical density-limit scaling law has been
achieved, which condition is required in the start-up phase of
reactors. Half of the beta value required for reactors has
been achieved experimentally in the inner-shifted magnetic
configuration of LHD experiment. This configuration might
satisfy the high beta and low effective helical ripple
«5%) operation required for reactors.
As for engineering design of helical and tokamak
equivalent reactors, we assumed same thickness of blanket
shied and relevant gaps. The reference magnet system
assumed to be made of Nb3Sn conductor, and its maximum
magnetic field strength is 13 Tesla. The coil current density,
coil stress, wall loading and other engineering items are also
evaluated. These assumptions and relevant physics/
engineering models determine the plasma-coil space and the
scale of the reactor system. By these analyses, the
importance of re-circulating current-drive power and
equipment replacement on cost of electricity are clarified.
Figure 1 shows COE (Cost Of Electricity) as a function
of average temperature <T>. High temperature plasma
operation V) is required in tokamak reactors to
increase current drive (CD) efficiency and to reduce CD
power. In contrast, rather low temperature operation
1OkeV) is feasible and desirable in helical system
even to reduce helical ripple neo-classical transport. The
density limit of helical systems is roughly two times higher
than that of tokamaks. The effect of beta value is shown in
Fig.2 for helical (<T>=1OkeV) and tokamak (<T>=20keV)
systems.. If the tokamak operation with 5% averaged beta
value (normalized beta =4.4) in the steady-state manner is
not achieved, the helical system with 5% beta value will be
one of target designs of future economical reactors.
The reference design points for both helical and tokamak
systems are also plotted in these figures. The required
confinement improvement factor is 1.2 in these reference
cases. Figure 2 shows the plasma beta dependence of COE.
In this figure, two tokamak design points are shown. The
future reactor economics of tokamak reactors strongly
depends on the attainable beta value in the steady-state
operation.
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Fig.2 COE as a function ofbeta value.
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Fig.] COE vs. averaged temperature.
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